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Last Time We Talked AboutLast Time We Talked About 

zz Why is knowledge/data representation Why is knowledge/data representation 
importantimportant 

zz Propositional LogicPropositional Logic 
zz OperatorsOperators 
zz WFFWFF 
zz Truth tableTruth table 



Today We Will Talk AboutToday We Will Talk About 

zz Boolean AlgebraBoolean Algebra 
zz Predicate Logic (First order logic)Predicate Logic (First order logic) 



ExerciseExercise 

zz Generate a truth table for Generate a truth table for 

)()( baba ¬∧∨∧ 



Boolean AlgebraBoolean Algebra 

zz Named in honor of George Named in honor of George BooleBoole 
zz http://www.http://www.digitalcenturydigitalcentury.com/.com/encycloencyclo/updat/updat 

e/e/booleboole.html.html 

zz Another way of reasoning with proposition Another way of reasoning with proposition 
logiclogic 

zz Is a form of Is a form of equational equational reasoningreasoning 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

Operations with ConstantsOperations with Constants 
zz a a ΛΛ False = FalseFalse = False 
zz a V True = Truea V True = True 
zz a a ΛΛ True = a True = a 
zz a V False = aa V False = a 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

Basic properties of Basic properties of ΛΛ and Vand V 
zz a a →→ a V b    a V b 
zz a a ΛΛ b b →→ aa 
zz a a ΛΛ a = a a = a 
zz a V a = aa V a = a 
zz a a ΛΛ b = b b = b ΛΛ aa 
zz a V b = b V a a V b = b V a 
zz (a (a ΛΛ b) b) ΛΛ c = a c = a ΛΛ (b (b ΛΛ c)c) 
zz (a V b) V c = a V (b V c) (a V b) V c = a V (b V c) 

Note the difference 
between “→” and “=“ 



a a →→ a V ba V b 

11111111 

11110011 

11111100 

11000000 

a a →→ a V ba V ba V ba V bbbaa 



a a ΛΛ b b →→ aa 

11111111 

11000011 

11001100 

11000000 

a a ΛΛ b b →→ aaa a ΛΛ bbbbaa 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

Distributive and Distributive and DeMorganDeMorgan’’s s LawsLaws 
zz a a ΛΛ (b V c) = (a (b V c) = (a ΛΛ b) V (a b) V (a ΛΛ c)c) 
zz a V (b a V (b ΛΛ c) = (a V b) c) = (a V b) ΛΛ (a V c) (a V c) 
zz ¬¬ (a (a ΛΛ b) = b) = ¬¬ a V a V ¬¬bb 
zz ¬¬ (a V b) = (a V b) = ¬¬a a ΛΛ ¬¬b b 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

Laws on NegationLaws on Negation 
zz ¬¬True = FalseTrue = False 
zz ¬¬False = TrueFalse = True 
zz a a ΛΛ ¬¬a = Falsea = False 
zz a Va V ¬¬a = Truea = True 
zz ¬¬((¬¬a) = aa) = a 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

Laws on ImplicationLaws on Implication 
zz (a (a ΛΛ (a (a →→ b))  b)) →→ bb 
zz ((a ((a →→ b) b) ΛΛ ¬¬b) b) →→ ¬¬aa 
zz ((a V b) ((a V b) ΛΛ ¬¬a) a) →→ bb 
zz ((a ((a →→ b) b) ΛΛ (b (b →→ c)) c)) →→ (a (a →→ c)c) 
zz ((a ((a →→ b) b) ΛΛ (c (c →→ d)) d)) →→ ((a ((a ΛΛ c) c) →→ (b (b ΛΛ d))d)) 
zz ((a ((a →→ b) b) →→ c) c) →→ ((a a →→ (b (b →→ c))c)) 
zz ((a ((a ΛΛ b) b) →→ c) = c) = ((a a →→ (b (b →→ c))c)) 
zz a a →→ b = b = ¬¬a V ba V b 
zz a a →→ b = b = ¬¬b b →→ ¬¬aa 
zz (a (a →→ b) b) ΛΛ (a (a →→ ¬¬ b) = b) = ¬¬aa 



aa→→b = b = ¬¬aVbaVb 

00 

00 

11 

11 

¬¬aa 

1111111111 

1100000011 

1111111100 

1111110000 

aa→→b = b = 
¬¬aVbaVb 

¬¬aVbaVbaa→→bbbbaa 



(a (a →→ b) b) ΛΛ (a (a →→ ¬¬ b) = b) = ¬¬aa 

a 
Falsea 

bba 
baba 

baba 

¬= 

∨¬= 

¬∧∨¬= 

¬∨¬∧∨¬= 

¬→∧→ 

)( 
)()( 

)()( 



Laws of Boolean AlgebraLaws of Boolean Algebra 

EquivalenceEquivalence 
a a ↔↔ b  b →→ b) b) ΛΛ (b (b →→ a)a) = (a = (a 



ExamplesExamples 

zz Please write a propositional logic WFF for Please write a propositional logic WFF for 
the following eligibility criteria:the following eligibility criteria: 

“a women over 50“a women over 50--year old year old and and  not on 
hormonal therapy”hormonal therapy” 

w w ΛΛ old old ΛΛ ¬ (¬ (hrthrt)) 
Need to define w, old, and Need to define w, old, and hrthrt 



ExamplesExamples 

zz Please write a propositional logic WFF for Please write a propositional logic WFF for 
the following guideline:the following guideline: 

“All women over 30 years old should have “All women over 30 years old should have 
pap smear every year”pap smear every year” 

w w ΛΛ Over30 Over30 →→ 
pap_yearlypap_yearly 
How to convey “all”?How to convey “all”? 



Predicate LogicPredicate Logic 

zz Extension to propositional logicExtension to propositional logic 
zz Augmented with variables, predicates and Augmented with variables, predicates and 

quantifiersquantifiers 



PredicatePredicate 

zz A predicate is a statement that an object x A predicate is a statement that an object x 
has certain propertyhas certain property 
zz E.g. F (x): F is the predicate and x is the E.g. F (x): F is the predicate and x is the 

variable F applies tovariable F applies to 
zz Any term in the form F(x), where F is a Any term in the form F(x), where F is a 

predicate name and x is a variable name, predicate name and x is a variable name, 
is a wellis a well--formed formula. Similarly, F(Xformed formula. Similarly, F(X11,, 
XX22………………XXkk) is a well) is a well--formed formula; this formed formula; this 
is a predicate containing k variablesis a predicate containing k variables 



ExamplesExamples 

zz Women over 70 years oldWomen over 70 years old 

Women (x)   Women (x) ΞΞ x is femalex is female 
senior (x) senior (x) ΞΞ x is over 70 years oldx is over 70 years old 



QuantifiersQuantifiers 

zz There are two quantifiers in predicate logic:There are two quantifiers in predicate logic: 

zz The universal quantification:The universal quantification: 

zz The existential quantification:The existential quantification: 

∀ 

∃ 



Universal QuantificationUniversal Quantification 

zz If F(x) is a wellIf F(x) is a well--formed formula containing formed formula containing 
the variable x, then                 the variable x, then --
formed called a universal quantification. formed called a universal quantification. 
For all x in the universe, the predicate F(x) For all x in the universe, the predicate F(x) 
holds. In other words: every x has the holds. In other words: every x has the 
property F.property F. 

zz 

)(. xFx∀ 

)()()()()(. 221 nxFxFxFxFxFx ∧∧∧=∀ K 

is a wellis a well



Existential QuantificationExistential Quantification 

zz If F(x) is a wellIf F(x) is a well--formed formula containing formed formula containing 
the variable x, then                 the variable x, then --
formed called a existential quantification. formed called a existential quantification. 
For one or more x in the universe, the For one or more x in the universe, the 
predicate F(x) holds. In other words: predicate F(x) holds. In other words: 
some x has the property F.some x has the property F. 

)(. xFx∃ 

)()()()()(. 221 nxFxFxFxFxFx ∨∨∨=∃ K 

is a wellis a well



Universe of DiscourseUniverse of Discourse 

zz Also called universe or UAlso called universe or U 
zz A set of possible values that the variables A set of possible values that the variables 

can havecan have 
zz Let U be all female, C (x, “xx”) mean x has Let U be all female, C (x, “xx”) mean x has 

XX chromosomes, then                  XX chromosomes, then 
zz Let U be all patients, C (x, “xx”) mean x Let U be all patients, C (x, “xx”) mean x 

has XX chromosomes, then                  has XX chromosomes, then 
falsefalse 

)"",( xxxCx∀ 

)"",( xxxCx∀ 

is trueis true 

is is 



Scope of Variables BindingsScope of Variables Bindings 

zz Quantifiers bind variables by assigning Quantifiers bind variables by assigning 
them values from a universethem values from a universe 

zz This formula This formula 

Can be interpreted asCan be interpreted as 
Or Or 

zz Use parentheses if not clearUse parentheses if not clear 

)()(. xExFx ∨∀ 

)())(.( xExFx ∨∀ 

))()((. xExFx ∨∀ 



TranslationTranslation 

positiveistestpregnancyaC 

pregnantispatientaB 

femaleispatientaA 

≡ 

≡ 

≡ 

What does B → A mean? 
What does A Λ C → B mean? 
But is C a test the patient in A took? 



TranslationTranslation 

positiveisxxD 

yoftestpregnancyaisxyxC 

pregnantisxxB 

femaleisxxA 

≡ 

≡ 

≡ 

≡ 

)( 
),( 

)( 
)( 

)()(. xBxAx →∀What does mean? 
What does mean? 
Can we say some pregnant female does not have 
positive pregnancy test results? 

)()(),()(.. xByDxyCxAyx →∧∧∃∀ 



Algebraic Laws of Predicate LogicAlgebraic Laws of Predicate Logic 

)(.)( 
)()(. 
xfxcf 
cfxfx 

∃→ 

→∀ 

• x is any element in the universe. 
• The element c is any fixed element 
of the universe. 



Algebraic Laws of Predicate LogicAlgebraic Laws of Predicate Logic 

))(.()(. 
))(.()(. 
))(.()(. 
))(.()(. 

)(.)(. 
)(.)(. 

qxfxqxfx 
qxfxqxfx 
qxfxqxfx 
qxfxqxfx 

xfxxfx 
xfxxfx 

∨∃=∨∃ 

∧∃=∧∃ 

∨∀=∨∀ 

∧∀=∧∀ 

¬∀=¬∃ 

¬∃=¬∀ 

• q is a proposition that does not contain x 



Algebraic Laws of Predicate LogicAlgebraic Laws of Predicate Logic 

))()(.()(.)(. 
)()(.))()(.( 
))()(.()(.)(. 
))()(.()(.)(. 

xgxfxxgxxfx 
xgxfxxgxfx 
xgxfxxgxxfx 
xgxfxxgxxfx 

∨∃=∃∨∃ 

∃∨∃→∨∃ 

∨∀→∀∨∀ 

∧∀=∀∧∀ 

• Please note the difference between “→” and “=“ 



Equational Equational ReasoningReasoning 

zz Showing two values are the same by Showing two values are the same by 
building up chains of equalitiesbuilding up chains of equalities 

zz Substitute equals for equalsSubstitute equals for equals 



ExampleExample 

Q 

FalseQ 

QFalse 
QFalseP 

QPFalse 

= 

∨= 

∨= 

∨∧= 

∨∧ 

)( 
)( 



ExampleExample 

False 
Falsexgx 

xfxfxgx 
xfxfxgx 
xfxgxfx 

xfxgxfx 
xfxgxfx 
xfxgxfx 
xfxxgxfx 

xfxxgxfx 

Falsexfxxgxfx 

= 

∧¬∀= 

¬∧∧¬∀= 

¬∧∧¬∀= 

¬∧¬∧∀= 

¬∧¬∧¬¬∀= 

¬∧∨¬¬∀= 

¬∧→¬∀= 

¬∀∧→¬∀= 

¬∀∧→¬∃ 

=¬∀∧→¬∃ 

))(.( 
)))()(()(.( 
))())()(.(( 
))()()(.( 

))()())((.( 
))())()((.( 
))())()((.( 
)(.))()((. 

)(.))()(.( 

)(.))()(.(Prove 



ExerciseExercise 

zz Prove PProve PΛΛ¬¬(QVP) = False(QVP) = False 

False 
QFalse 
QPP 

QPP 

PQP 

PQP 

= 

¬∧= 

¬∧¬∧= 

¬∧¬∧= 

¬∧¬∧= 

∨¬∧ 

)( 
)( 
)( 

)( 



ExerciseExercise 

zz Prove Prove 

∀x.( f ( x) ∧¬g( x)) 
= ∀x. f (x) ∧ (∀x.¬g(x)) 
= ∀x. f (x) ∧¬∃x.g(x) 

)(.)(.))()(.( xgxxfxxgxfx ¬∃∧∀=¬∧∀ 



ExerciseExercise 

zz Translate the following into Predicate Translate the following into Predicate 
Logic:Logic: 
zz Some patients only speak Spanish.Some patients only speak Spanish. 
zz All doctors speak English, while some can also All doctors speak English, while some can also 

speak Spanish.speak Spanish. 
zz Spanish speaking doctors should be assigned Spanish speaking doctors should be assigned 

to patients who only speak Spanishto patients who only speak Spanish 



Alternatives in ModelingAlternatives in Modeling 

zz X has Diabetes:X has Diabetes: 
zz Diabetes (x)Diabetes (x) 
zz Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”)Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”) 
zz Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”)Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”) 

zz Trade off between efficiency and Trade off between efficiency and 
expressivenessexpressiveness 
zz Has (x, y, “Diabetes”)Has (x, y, “Diabetes”) 



Relationship to OO modelRelationship to OO model 

zz Representing patient X has Diabetes in OO Representing patient X has Diabetes in OO 
model:model: 
zz Diabetes (x)Diabetes (x) 

zz Object x has an attribute called DiabetesObject x has an attribute called Diabetes 

zz Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”)Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”) 
zz Object x has an attribute called Has_Diagnosis which can Object x has an attribute called Has_Diagnosis which can 

have value “Diabetes”have value “Diabetes” 

zz Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”)Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”) 
zz Object x has an attribute called Has which can have value Object x has an attribute called Has which can have value 

observation, which is an object with attributes observation observation, which is an object with attributes observation 
type “Diagnosis” and observation value “Diabetes”type “Diagnosis” and observation value “Diabetes” 



Relationship to DBRelationship to DB 

zz Representing patient X has Diabetes in a table:Representing patient X has Diabetes in a table: 
zz Diabetes (x)Diabetes (x) 

zz A table called Diabetes with column (s) identifying patient x A table called Diabetes with column (s) identifying patient x 
and a column of the value of Diabetes (x)and a column of the value of Diabetes (x) 

zz Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”)Has_Diagnosis (x, “Diabetes”) 
zz A table called Diagnosis with column (s) identifying patient x, A table called Diagnosis with column (s) identifying patient x, 

and diagnosis y and a column of the value of Has_Diagnosis and diagnosis y and a column of the value of Has_Diagnosis 
(x, y)(x, y) 

zz Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”)Has (x, “Diagnosis”, “Diabetes”) 
zz A table called observation with column (s) identifying patient A table called observation with column (s) identifying patient 

x, observation type y and observation value z and a column x, observation type y and observation value z and a column 
of the value of Has (x, y, z)of the value of Has (x, y, z) 



Different Representation of FirstDifferent Representation of First--
Order LogicOrder Logic 

zz Conceptual Graph (CG)Conceptual Graph (CG) 
zz Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF)Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) 
zz Conceptual Graph Interchange Format Conceptual Graph Interchange Format 

(CDIF)(CDIF) 
zz ………..……….. 



Examples of Medical KnowledgeExamples of Medical Knowledge 
zz Nitrates are a safe and effective treatment that can be used in Nitrates are a safe and effective treatment that can be used in 

patients with angina and left ventricular systolic dysfunction.patients with angina and left ventricular systolic dysfunction. 
zz On the basis of currently published evidence, On the basis of currently published evidence, amlodipine amlodipine is the is the 

calcium channel antagonist that it is safest to use in patients calcium channel antagonist that it is safest to use in patients with with 
heart failure and left ventricular systolic dysfunction. heart failure and left ventricular systolic dysfunction. 

zz Coronary artery bypass grafting may be indicated, in some, for Coronary artery bypass grafting may be indicated, in some, for 
relief of anginarelief of angina 

zz All patients with heart failure and angina should be referred foAll patients with heart failure and angina should be referred for r 
specialist assessment.specialist assessment. 

zz Patients with angina and mild to moderately symptomatically Patients with angina and mild to moderately symptomatically 
severe heart failure that is well controlled, and who have no otsevere heart failure that is well controlled, and who have no other her 
contraindications to major surgery, should be considered for contraindications to major surgery, should be considered for 
coronary artery bypass grafting on prognostic (as well as coronary artery bypass grafting on prognostic (as well as 
symptomatic) grounds.symptomatic) grounds. 



LimitationLimitation 

zz Real world sometimes can not be Real world sometimes can not be 
represented using logicrepresented using logic 
zz Induction and deduction modelInduction and deduction model 
zz Uncertainty and probabilityUncertainty and probability 
zz Context and exceptionContext and exception 



AlternativesAlternatives 

zz CaseCase--based reasoning (Analogy)based reasoning (Analogy) 
zz Fuzzy logicFuzzy logic 
zz NonmonotonicNonmonotonic logiclogic 



Extra ReadingExtra Reading 

zz Aho’s Aho’s book chapter 14book chapter 14 
zz Sowa’s book p467Sowa’s book p467--488488 




